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A
s Amazon launches its

Kindle e-reader today, I have

one question in my mind:

why am I loyal to the paper book?

Amazon’s Kindle, like its

precursor, Sony’s e-reader, is

intended to make the paper book

obsolete, several decades down the

line. Proponents say that just as

music went comprehensively

digital some years ago — with CDs,

DVDs and even vinyl records co-

existing uneasily alongside

downloadable music — so will this

be the future of the book.

Over the last decade, the e-

book versus paper book debate has

heated up, with paper book

evangelists declaring that

Gutenberg’s child is resiliently

durable, and with e-book

enthusiasts proclaiming that print

is doomed. 

I love paper books for the

reasons everyone cites: they’re

portable, don’t need an external

battery source, don’t add to our

growing collection of

“indispensable” gizmos, are cheap

and well, they’ve been around for

years. I hate paper books because

most of them aren’t durable and

will fall apart faster in a tropical

climate or in any household with

kids/ pets, because they take up far

too much space, and because, well,

they’ve been around for years. 

Unless it’s an unusually quirky

book design, you know what

you’re getting from the average

book — it’s the imagination of the

writer that provides the frisson, the

element of surprise, not the format

or the container for the stories. 

My problem with both the

Kindle and the Sony e-readers isn’t

the price — a steep $400 for the

Kindle, with the Sony e-reader

priced at $100; it’s that despite all

the extra features, they are

designed to “feel” just like books.

The Kindle’s USP is that it allows

you to connect to the web in such a

way that you can pull down notes,

annotations, author interviews,

alternative versions, counter-

arguments — effectively create

your own personalised version of a

book. 

This is fun, and useful; many

publishers currently try to replicate

this by adding features to paper

books, but it seems clunky in print

and works much better on e-paper.

The Sony e-reader is older, but has

interesting features planned, from

the simple “search inside the book”

function to more complex stuff.

But while the add-ons make e-

books look impressively techie for

those of my generation — the 30-

plus crowd — they do nothing for

the generation that has grown up

with Gameboys and Playstations,

who use IMs more than email.

These readers, contrary to popular

opinion, do read — but not off-

screen. The gamers occupy worlds

that are often like “virtual books”,

where all “readers” are given the

same virtual world, but where they

can “write” their own story by

changing their characters’ actions.

The problem for manufacturers

of e-readers is that they have a split

market. One set of readers needs to

be wooed with safe, reassuring

devices that resemble the paper

book. That includes most of us

over 30. The other set don’t always

show up as readers — the old

technology behind the paper book

doesn’t work for them. 

Think of the silent changes and

shifts that the Internet itself went

through. It was, in its earliest form,

a language-driven medium, heavily

dependent on the word. Most

“spaces” on the web — sites, blogs,

newsfeeds — were initially given

over to the printed word. It took

sites like Flickr, which allows users

to store photographs, YouTube,

which allows users to share videos,

and Second Life, one of the most

popular “virtual worlds” to change

our notion of how the web works.

For the last decade, the internet has

been a written medium, with pages

mimicking either newspapers or

paper books. This, I think, will

change sharply — and that could

change both the published book

and its natural environment. 

Imagine, for instance, that

instead of clicking on a printed

page that led you to the Library of

Congress, you could walk into a

virtual simulacrum of the Library

instead. Imagine an Amazon or

any other bookshop set up to

resemble a fantasy environment

from any popular online game. If

the web starts moving in the virtual

world direction, books may have to

follow suit. The printed and written

book would still exist, but it might

have to co-exist with mutated

forms of the book.

In a recent experiment, Andrew

Losowsky created a fairly low-tech

“book” with Doorbells of Florence.

You reach a page with photos of

different doorbells; clicking on any

one leads you to a different short

story about the inhabitants. It made

for a different reading experience.

Now try to imagine books written

in collaboration, or poetry fused

with graphic novels, or a virtual

book where the chapters change

every time you read it. These are

hybrids impossible to capture or

recreate in a real-world paper book

environment. If the paper book

does die, it won’t be the e-book that

kills it — it’ll be a variety of

mutants coming up from the

virtual universe.
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Mutants and hybrids 
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W
hy does capitalism succeed

only in capitalist nations and

fail in so many others? This,

of course, is the famous question posed

by the Peruvian economist, Hernan-

do de Soto, who explained this by

arguing that most developing coun-

tries locked up valuable capital by

making it difficult for firms to start

businesses, to shut them down, and

so on — de Soto’s framework is the

basis of the World Bank’s annual glob-

al survey on Doing Business. High on

this list is land title — wherever this is

not clear, as is the case in India, it

becomes difficult for buyers to buy

land, for landowners to raise money

using their land as surety, and to de-

velop a vibrant market for mortgages.

In the event, valuable capital which

can be leveraged for creating economic

value gets locked up. Indeed, the qual-

ity of land records is so bad that in

states like Maharashtra, the statute

even says “no suit shall lie against the

state government or any officer in re-

spect of a claim to have an entry made

in any record … that is maintained

in this chapter or to have any entry

omitted or amended”. That is, if you

buy a house based on the government’s

land records and are not able to take

possession later on account of a dis-

pute over ownership, you can’t sue the

government for having failed to keep

accurate records. Indeed, given that

a large proportion of court cases in

the country relates to cases involving

unclear property title, the legal costs

are another huge cost that the coun-

try has to bear. So it is not surpris-

ing that, some years ago, the consulting

firm of  McKinsey & Co estimated that

India’s GDP would grow by around a

percentage point more if the problem

of doubtful land title was resolved.

There have been sporadic attempts

to fix this across the country, but no

sustained effort. Now, it appears that,

as part of the Jawaharlal Nehru Na-

tional Urban Renewal Mission (JN-

NURM), at least three states are work-

ing on fixing the problem of dodgy ti-

tles — under the Rs 50,000 crore JN-

NURM, states can access low-cost

funds provided they promise to carry

out various reforms, ranging from low-

ering stamp duties on land transfers

to getting rid of archaic rent control

laws and going all the way to fixing

land records. The models being adopt-

ed by Rajasthan, Andhra Pradesh and

Karnataka are all different, but the

end result will hopefully be the same

— in the cities where the programmes

are to be rolled out, the state will di-

rectly or indirectly guarantee titles to

land as recorded in the official records.

So, if you buy a property based on of-

ficial records and the property falls in-

to dispute, the buyer will be com-

pensated. While the cost of failure ap-

pears high, for the state as a whole

it is probably a win-win situation — if

the number of property transactions

rises once buyers feel confident that

the title is clear, stamp duty collections

will rise commensurately and, till the

time they do, the JNNURM funds will

help tide over any problem. If the JN-

NURM succeeds in getting all states

to reform land laws and, as a result,

unlocks huge swathes of capital, it will

be money more than well spent. 

Urban reform gets going

T
he annals of horse trading in In-

dian politics are strewn with

many oddities, but none is odd-

er than two Karnataka coalition part-

ners being unable to pull along be-

cause one will not sign an agreement

on stamped paper on the dos and

don'ts to be followed, as demanded

by the other. This absurdity under-

lines not only the low point to which

politics in the state has fallen but

also points to the style in which dif-

ferences have been handled and aired.

The third coalition government in the

state in three-and-a-half years has

failed to get started for more sub-

stantive reasons than the elusive

stamped paper, the foremost of them

being the inability of Janata Dal (Sec-

ular) to keep its word. It pulled down

the Congress-JD(S) coalition 20

months ago and agreed to share pow-

er with the BJP on the understanding

that the chief minister's seat would be

occupied by the leaders of the two

parties for an equal length of time.

But when the time came to quit in ac-

cordance with this understanding (per-

haps the BJP forgot to ask that it be

put down on stamp paper!), the JD(S)

used every excuse to hang on. Then,

when the BJP withdrew support, the

JD(S) agreed to abide by the old deal,

only to back out again. 

The responsibility for this unholy

sequence rests squarely on the shoul-

ders of H D Deve Gowda, who as a

former prime minister has written

a new chapter on how the same per-

son can move from the highs to the

lows of politics with such ease. One

of the most severe reprimands that

the Karnataka government has re-

ceived from the Supreme Court has

been over its reneging on the agree-

ment with the firm promoting the

Nandi infrastructure corridor linking

Mysore and Bangalore. What is of-

ten forgotten is that the agreement

was signed when Mr Gowda was

prime minister and his protégé, J H

Patel, was the Karnataka chief min-

ister, doing nothing without his say-

so. Thus the state has been intran-

sigent at his behest on a deal which

must have had his blessings in the

first place. More recently, Mr Gowda

hit the headlines by publicly quar-

relling with Infosys's iconic founder

N R Nararyana Murthy, accusing the

firm of being greedy for land. Ulti-

mately, the scheming Mr Gowda

seems to have ended up scheming

against himself because no one in

Karnataka politics is likely to strike

a deal with him any more. 

But far more important that what

Mr Gowda has done to himself and

his party is what he has done to his

state. Under his tutelage, the state has

been seen to be slowly losing out to

neighbouring Tamil Nadu and Andhra

Pradesh in the competition to attract

large investments. Most large IT firms

which began in Bangalore have de-

cided to expand elsewhere, driven by

both the state government's inabili-

ty to deliver land and the declining

quality of life in Bangalore. Mr Gow-

da has openly called himself pro-

farmer and not lifted a finger to solve

the civic problems of Bangalore, but

his watch has not been marked by any

change in the well-being of the coun-

tryside. District administrations have

been plagued by frequent transfers

of officials, and it is only good rains

that have kept an agricultural crisis

at bay. At the end of the day, Mr Gow-

da has pleased none and helped none,

least of all himself and his son, who

was briefly the chief minister.

Unfit to lead

I
n my last article I had outlined how

Russia has now joined the other

former Communist countries —

China and Vietnam — in embrac-

ing what can be called authoritarian

capitalism. The economic prosperity

this has brought is now being reflect-

ed in large foreign exchange resources

accruing to the State, which are in-

creasingly being used to buy shares —

including outright takeovers — of West-

ern companies. The resulting role of

“sovereign wealth funds” and State-

controlled companies in the global econ-

omy is now being hotly debated. But

the discussion has been vitiated by the

reluctance of the participants (notably

in the Financial Times) to get to the po-

litical heart of the matter by calling a

“spade a spade”. This article attempts

to fill this lacuna.

Authoritarian capitalism needs to

be distinguished from corporatism. It

combines varying degrees of econom-

ic freedom with political repression.

The economic freedom is circumscribed

by a major role for the State, with its

close relationship with industrial en-

terprises and the banking system. In

its economic lineaments it is a vari-

ant of the corporatist model pioneered

by Bismarck in Germany in 1871, and

adopted by the Meiji reformers in Japan

with the promotion of the zaibatsu. Af-

ter the Second World War, despite the

attempt by the Allies to institute the al-

ternative Anglo-Saxon form of capi-

talism, it was resurrected as the “social

market” in Germany and in Japan with

the keiretsu replacing the zaibatsu. This

corporatism was exported to other Asian

countries, most notably South Korea

in the 1960s, with the rise of the chae-

bol. 

But, despite being in bed with their

favoured industrialists and bankers,

the governments of the corporatist form

of capitalism, nevertheless, saw them-

selves politically as very much part

of the West. The unique feature of

authoritarian capitalism is that the State

openly seeks to use this corporatist form

of capitalism for political purposes,

namely to perpetuate authoritarian rule

by commissars who until recently were

in the business of burying the capi-

talist West. Despite their claims to have

changed their spots, there must be the

continuing worry that these States will

use their growing economic power to

subvert Western polities. 

Similarly, the other source of wor-

ry concerns the role of sovereign wealth

funds and State-controlled firms in the

oil rich autocracies of West Asia (and

anti-Western states like Venezuela).

These are also countries in the grip

of a variant of authoritarian capitalism.

Once again the worry is not purely eco-

nomic, concerning the most efficient

deployment of their recently acquired

wealth in the world economy, but that

it could be used for anti-Western po-

litical ends, like the promotion of a

worldwide Islamic jihad against infi-

dels and the extinguishing of Israel.

Once the political aspects of the de-

ployment of sovereign wealth by the

countries of authoritarian capitalism

are openly recognised, many of the calls

for the international financial institu-

tions (whose charters prohibit political

discrimination) to lay down a code of

good behaviour by sovereign wealth

agencies seem to be misguided. A code

must lay down some general and uni-

versally applicable principles. But it

is difficult to see how these can be

derived when the unstated purpose

is to discriminate against some coun-

tries that are actual or potential polit-

ical enemies. Thus consider some of

the possible elements of a code.

The most draconian would be to ban

all State-controlled entities from in-

vesting in Western capital markets or

taking over their firms. Though it would

have the advantage — at least for clas-

sical liberals — that it might force the

privatisation of nationalised industries

around the world, it would not neces-

sarily lead the States of authoritarian

capitalism to cease indirectly directing

their seemingly “private” firms to ful-

fil their political objectives. Whilst at

the same time it would make no sense

that the State-controlled Norwegian or

Alaskan sovereign wealth funds, for in-

stance, could not invest in Western cap-

ital markets.

Nor would a ban on sovereign in-

vestment in “strategic” industries make

more sense. Apart from defence-relat-

ed industries where foreign investment

is already banned, should sovereign in-

vestment in a country’s media or sen-

sitive infrastructure like local gas and

electricity distribution (which are nat-

ural monopolies) be banned? Once

again, if the Norwegian or Alaskan sov-

ereign wealth fund decided to buy Mur-

doch’s News Corp or my London gas

distributor, not many sleepless nights

would ensue in the West. But if Gazprom

were to buy the local gas distribution

networks in Europe (as it has envis-

aged) I would not sleep easily, as it might

decide to cut off the supply to my gas

stove, in Putin’s ongoing fight with the

UK authorities to send his political en-

emy — the oligarch Boris Berezovsky

— back to Moscow. The thought that

Gazprom’s newly acquired monop-

oly could be expropriated by the British

state would offer me little comfort, as

the entrenched rule of law in Britain

(unlike in Russia) would prevent this.

There is however one rule of an

international club, the World Trade Or-

ganisation, which might be adapted to

allow the required political discrimi-

nation amongst sovereign investors.

This is its granting of “market econo-

my” status to countries. Being a trade

organisation it would not be the ap-

propriate implementing agency. Also

its criteria of a “market economy” would

need to be strengthened to allow the

required discrimination on political

grounds. The club of Western-orient-

ed economies — the OECD — by con-

trast could devise the rules and im-

plement this discriminating “market

economy” status. Rigorously applied

to the countries of authoritarian capi-

talism, sensible rules could be laid down

for the deployment of their sovereign

wealth in the global economy. For in-

stance, unlike those of market

economies their sovereign investors

would be limited to a minority stake in

a Western firm’s equity. Takeovers of

Western firms by them could be banned.

This could solve the current conundrum

posed by sovereign investment.

W
ith collective eyes glued on the

warming relationship with the

US, and the talked-up con-

test with China, most watchers have

brushed off the icicles forming on the In-

dia-Russia partnership. But the foreign

ministry rhetoric of “historical ties” and

“strategic partnership that has stood the

test of time” cannot paper over the widen-

ing cracks as a resurgent India and a res-

urrected Russia find themselves grow-

ing in different directions. The embers

in the relationship have turned to ash-

es and things could get worse.

The politics are no longer right. New

Delhi’s dance with Washington is timed

in sync with Moscow’s adoption of a hard

line towards the west. The trilateral Rus-

sia-China-India talk shop is an ineffec-

tual band-aid over a deep sword cut, be-

cause Moscow has few expectations from

either India or China. Russia’s Min-

istry of Foreign Affairs complains that

both Asian giants pay lip service to mul-

ti-polarity, and the primacy of the UN,

while actually aligning their foreign poli-

cies to the US in order to gain short-term

objectives like the lifting of sanctions,

preferential trade relations, and an

easier visa regime.

Prominent foreign policy analysts in

Moscow complain about “the inertial for-

eign policy thinking of Russia’s poten-

tial allies… including China and In-

dia.” Russian realists, who now make

policy, know that the country, even with

its new hydrocarbon wealth, cannot match

the US in dealing with China and In-

dia. Moscow, conclude these analysts,

would do better to concentrate on its own

back yard — the Central Asian Republics

and the Caucasian Republics of the

former Soviet Union.

If this changing political dynamic

is the invisible cause, its most visible

symptom is the crumbling of the arms

relationship. With Russia no longer ship-

ping in subsidised weaponry, South Block

has not yet fully accepted the purely com-

mercial nature of Moscow’s arms sales

to India. The acrimony over Russia’s in-

sistence on renegotiating the price of the

Gorshkov aircraft carrier, and the Sukhoi-

30 fighters, symbolises the new rela-

tionship.

New Delhi’s irritation partly rests on

its perception that Indian arms purchases

have bankrolled Russia’s defence in-

dustry for the fifteen years after the

Soviet Union melted down into a bank-

rupt Russia. When three quarters of Rus-

sia’s famous military design bureaus ran

dry from lack of funding, putting a mil-

lion defence scientists on the streets, In-

dia bankrolled Moscow’s defence pro-

duction estate, placing orders for war-

ships, fighters, missiles and avionic

upgrades that kept Russian factories

rolling. That Russia now wants to rene-

gotiate the prices that were agreed up-

on then is seen in New Delhi as not

just breach of contract but also breach

of faith.

But India’s importance for Russia’s

defence industry has diminished and

that is due not just to the petrodollars

flowing into Moscow’s treasury, enabling

Russia to place large orders of weapon-

ry for its own military. In addition, a new

group of customers who are signing up

for Russian weaponry have made Rus-

sia less dependent on sales to India. First

China supplanted India as Moscow’s top

buyer; in 2006 and 2007 a host of small-

er countries have knocked China off the

pedestal. Amongst the arms deals worth

$14 billion signed by Russia in 2006-07,

the biggest customer was Algeria, with

a $7.5 billion order for a range of de-

fence systems. Venezuela placed a $3

billion order, while Malaysia, Indonesia

and Vietnam ordered more than a bil-

lion dollars worth of Russian arms. Russ-

ian strategists exult at having broken

out of “the China-India arms sales ghet-

to”.

But India remains dependent on Russ-

ian arms, for several reasons. With 70

per cent of India’s military carrying Russ-

ian weaponry, switching to another sup-

plier entails a cost in terms of inter-work-

ability. Another reason is that Moscow

remains either the only vendor willing

to give India sensitive systems like nu-

clear-powered submarines and strategic

bombers, or to jointly develop futuristic

equipment with India. Finally, in India’s

fractured polity, Russia remains a po-

litically acceptable supplier. New best

friend America has signalled its will-

ingness to sell India one of its front-

line nuclear-powered aircraft carriers,

the Kitty Hawk. But one has only to

recall the furore from the Left when

the Kitty Hawk came to the Bay of Ben-

gal for exercises in September to realise

that, like the US-India nuclear deal,

India’s communists would vehemently

oppose a Kitty Hawk purchase.

With the political logic and the arms

relationship now entering a new tra-

jectory, Russia and India cannot look to-

wards trade and commerce to prop up

their relationship. Bilateral trade is ac-

tually falling; from an insipid $5.2 billion

in 1991, it has halved to $2.5 billion to-

day. Without the proposed north-south

corridor, through Iran, which is touted

as the magic bullet for boosting Rus-

sia-India trade, the Prime Minister’s tar-

get of $10 billion by 2010 is thorough-

ly unrealistic.

Like in every relationship that changes

over time, New Delhi must be nimble

rather than nostalgic in reaching a new

equation with Moscow. The energy re-

lationship must be evaluated in a hard-

nosed manner. Russia has already made

it clear that future sales of nuclear re-

actors will take place only after India ob-

tains exemptions from the NSG. And

while India would like to be allocated oil

exploration blocs in Russia as a favoured

partner, Moscow would rather allocate

them to western buyers, creating de-

pendencies that could be leveraged

later.

As India transforms into a region-

al, and then a global power, managing

changing relationships will be a key chal-

lenge. Forging a mutually beneficial and

more equal relationship with Russia is a

high priority.
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